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SAM ANDERSON
Perishables
The snow skulks back to the river and is not accountable
for the hidden corpses, the blackened sycamore leaf, the rabbit's bon
congealed in a gleaming topsoil, discovered by spring.
My grocery list has a theme;
LARD
ICE
WAX
I set these things out in the sun and relish the sight
of each unburdening themselves, slowly.
THINGS THAT MELT
One might envy the compounds of such semi-solids,
these embodiments of being and non-being.
The scoop of ice cream as it flattens on the pavement
is not accountable
for the child or his lamenting cries.
The Virgin Mary candle burning off, mingling with spirits
is not accountable
for the woman s tears who bows before it,
her eyes fixed on the unchanging earth.
TREES
BODIES
YOU
THINGS HELD IN A SKIN
Nobody envies the things that have to perish
to leave themselves behind,
whose transience is only seen
in the sap of an ancient oak, or the sweat of a dying man.

A Yearbook Retrospective, 1997-2006
What do I remember?
Fight the urge to write this in sepia tone.
No one gives afuck about your dead dog.
You are not an immigrant.
Let's put this story to music. Give it some flair.
I was a black boy. I was a vegetarian. I could sing.
And I remember watching the girl on television running on the beach,
her dress see-through and sticking to her thighs, and I imagined—
You shouldn't take things that don't belong to you.
Your mother was not a tyrant. She was sweet.
You have her blood. You are sweet.
This is what 1 remember. I remember sitting in the '53 Dodge pick-up
in my front lawn and closing my eyes, and driving to Hawaii. I knew
to turn left out of the driveway. My sticky little mouth, singing badly.
I remember crying in your mother's lap for no reason.
These are things that belong to you.
I remember his thighs. I imagined
my adult mouth. Professing my love.
Professing it harder.
I remember the middle school dance.
Yes, I remember the empty table.
My large, terrible mouth saying beneath the music
You are sweety you are sweet.
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The Mission
I look into the abyss of sky and try to forget about the abyss
below, and I do in factforget it.
— Leo Tolstoy
Seventy-three seconds was almost time enough to forget the earth
The intrepid ship sailed, its jets ablaze
Sprouting a bouquet of flames,
A thousand roses packed into a vase,
Seven passengers with skyward eyes.
"That's trouble of some kind, George."
With no less abruptness
Than if the firmament had frozen over,
An iceberg unseen in black waters,
And the ship dissolves into white vapor.
It is a blind Man o'War, unmoving,
Transposed on the sky,
Shrapnel streaming smoke,
It is spilled milk paused before touching ground.
The leaping fawn,
Bosom pierced by a bullet,
Waits a beat before its descent.
Seven passengers
Wait a beat
To forget the sky,
To remember the earth,
And consider how far their journey had taken them.
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One Hundred Beats a Second
I run up behind you in a garden, singing to the bird on your finger.
the yellow flowers growing out of the well!
your hand-held waist!
the convexity of your cheek!
even the bird has cheeks!
and its little heart beats so fast
and he flies away and comes back
with a red gossamer ribbon in his beak
and he wreaths us in it, and our heads come together
and we kiss wildly, and we dedicate ourselves to each other
an d you grow out your beard and 1 get my MFA and
the bird gives us a big thumbs up
for taking out life insurance before we turn forty
and we adopt and you know how to make creme brulee
and I am good at board games,
our children's candy faces and their ADHD
and in their teenage years they do some terrible things and
it's hard for each of us not to forget the other
but the bird, the bird
babysits sometimes and we go out and we talk
and peruse the menu and salt-and-pepper hair
suits the both of us. I drink too much
sometimes and your once-hard little waist is
broad and soft but now the kids are grown
and we are growing old and
I come down the stairs every morning
in my golden ball gown to you with your
strong jawline and you twirl me into oblivion
and the bird draws the curtains, printed with
illuminated letters, "the end.
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Generation Gaps
Happy birthday, Dad!
Has it come already?
The leaves are green. Summer spiders are still in my shower.
Perhaps it is, in fact, not your birthday.
I am still going to write this.
I sprang from your head, Dad.
I have the family seal; my Roman nose.
Did you always know who I would be?
We are two mirrors, facing each other.
Is this the same day, repeated forever?
Dad, I feel you are moving faster than I.
We are fifty years apart, and counting.
When I try to imagine you, I only see the back of your head.
Your hours are no longer hours.
They are a little bit smaller.
Do they still feel like hours?
Perhaps it is your birthday, now.
Happy birthday, Dad!—
When I use exclamations, do you feel me in the room?
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CAITLIN FITZ PAT RICK
Muriel C. Bradbrook Prize winner

Such Revenges
I try not to think about the fact that my son is dead. I try harder not to
remember that his fhneral was the sixth time I had ever visited him. It took
me three days to travel from Waco to San Diego and back. I spent most of
the time I was there getting in fights with my ex, Cyndi, because she kept
complaining about my tie and because she still drank too much and chewed
with her mouth open. Sadness keeps a pretty loose grip on me still these days,
even now that I've gone back to Texas and stopped hating her so much. It
seems most nights when I go to sleep that I might wake up and have for
gotten about the whole thing. But I wake up every morning and there's still
something. Not sadness, really, just something like a general incompleteness,
like that moment when you're reading a book and all of a sudden you realize
that your prescription has changed, and that you really haven t been looking at
anything but colors for months.
Still, I really have to talk myself into going to work the first day home. I
sit at my table and pick out the raisins from a dry bowl of raisin bran while
I study the laminated speech my therapist has given me. It s from King John,
which Shakespeare apparently wrote immediately following the death of his
son. My therapist, who looks about twenty-six, believes that since I am a high
school English teacher I will connect to these words of grief more than any
others. Grief,the paper says, fills the room up of my absent child, lies in his bed,
walks up and down with me, puts on his pretty looks, repeats his words.
The words feel stale to me. I decide that I am not ready to go back. I will
phone the principle, ask him for another week off from school. I'm standing
when I spot Elaine running by my window, the thick mess of orange curls
almost blinding in the sun. She lives with her father in the duplex across from
me, and she has never once missed a morning of running. Her feet are more
reliable than any clock I've ever owned, and neither rain nor a rare Texan snow
can stop her from sprinting out her front door at exactly seven a.m. Even the
days that she does not show up for school, and we all pretend not to know
that her father was too drunk to drive her in, she still goes running. Watching
Elaine run, I remember the eager way that she memorized a monologue from
A Midsummer Night's Dream for my freshman English class, and I bend over
and pick up the laminated speech. It is time for me to start my students'unit
on Shakespeare anyway.
In school, I cannot get far into the speech, as many of the girls in the
back of my classroom, the girls who often bring a hairbrush to class or begin
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painting their nails, have dissolved into tears. Everyone in school knows about
my son, I realize, as Amber Wilson, head of the school drama club, springs up
from her seat and throws her arms about my neck. It must be an uncomfort
able scene for everyone to watch, and Amber smells like something fruity and
department store-made.
Elaine, sitting with her knees against her desk, sighs and stands up. She
slings her backpack up on one shoulder and walks out of the room.
"This is a fucking joke,"she mutters as she leaves.
It s that moment in class that I finally feel as though I have snapped back
into myself. This girl, and the brief rush of hate I feel, makes me take the
deepest, fullest breath I have taken in months.

Elaine is not a pretty girl. Her two front teeth split apart from each other as
though they cannot stand to touch. She has thick cheeks and wiry red hair
that she wears piled on top of her head. She is smart, but in the worst pos
sible way. She wields her knowledge like a blunt weapon—shouting over other
students in class, rejecting the rules of basic classroom behavior like raising
hands. When she gets worked up like this, sometimes her cheeks will burn
bright in a flush, until they match the color of her hair, and she starts to look
like someone possessed. The worst, though, is that she treats her teachers the i
same way. Mr. Leonard, in the physics department, told me that she once
corrected him on his definition of gravity and tried to take the white board
marker out of his hand.
In the teachers lounge, she is often the topic of discussion. Since her
freshman year, she has made three teachers cry. When they talk about her in
the lounge, they never use her name; they just call her "The Bitch."There is
a board full of her insulting essays and tests that they have tacked up for us
to marvel at and mock. I used to take down the papers and insist that she
was just a kid. Her mother died giving birth and no one knows much about
her father, other than the fact that he's your typical drunken screw-up. Her
circumstances are tragic but common. No one felt sorry for her but me.
I knew there had to be something good inside her; it was probably just her
upbringing or something that made her the way she was. I knew this because
in my freshman English class she used to write poems that made me feel like
my heart was an animal I couldn't control. She may have had a blunt tongue,
but her pen smoothed over all those rough edges. So I hid her thoughtl CSS
essays in my drawers, even as Ms. Loeb in the bio department began posting
her hastily drawn diagrams of the male sex organ on the board in the lounge. I
was her ally.
The next day in class, I assume Elaine will have gotten over her peevish
resentment of me. I assume she will be ready to recite with wonder from the
7• F1TZ PAT RICK

text of Shakespeare, explaining the nuances of his language to her lesserinformed classmates. Instead, she is petulant and silent. Several times, when
I ask the class what a particular phrase in Hamlet means, she sullenly shouts
out, "It's a penis joke!" Finally, Amber does what I cannot and whips around
in her chair to face Elaine.
"You are a rude, hateful girl," Amber informs her in a voice that is righ
teous and reedy. "Some people have real problems to grieve. She pauses and
then adds, "You are exacerbating the situation." She draws out that word,
exacerbating, like it's something she just memorized for the SAT, and Elaine
rolls her eyes.
"What kinds of problems could you possibly have? A broken taillight in
your father's Mercedes?"
"No, I was talking about Mr. Wilson losing his son.
Everyone sucks in a breath. I turn back to the board.
"That's funny. Before he died no one even knew he had one.
She didn't actually say the bit out loud. She wrote it on a note and handed
it to Sally, who passed it to Amber. I found it after class crumpled by the
wastebasket. The pencil lines smeared on my hand so that the word funny
began to look misspelled. She didn't say it, but I heard her, in my head, like
her voice was a moth beating against the inside of my skull, and me, my reaction, was like the flame it could never resist. She was a girl who was so rarely
wrong.
Here are the things I knew about my son: he played soccer, he loved the jazz
saxophone, he was a vegetarian, and he placed among the top five students of
his freshman year in high school. His father was a drunk and left him when
he was six. It took me four years to even pick up the phone and call him. I left
his mother because of my drinking, and because she was becoming a drunk,
too: a hateful drunk, which is even worse. I figured she was so drunk and mad
all the time because of me, and I figured if I left town and dried up, she would
stop drinking and stop hating. I was wrong, because every time I went to go
visit her the garbage clanked with empty bottles, and I kept finding vodka
handles behind the Cheerios or under a stack of magazines. She was always
getting boyfriends and then trading them in for newer, drunker models. Her
latest boyfriend's name is Rob. He was a pallbearer at my sons funeral. We
stood next to each other when we lined up and he gripped my shoulder once
and called me "buddy." We had never met before, and 1 was struck by his
hands—so warm and un-callused. It seems strange, but his grip felt just like
my mother's, as if she had lifted herself up out of her grave to hold my arms
against her chest and fill me up with warmth.
But then Rob exhaled and it was like getting doused in rubbing alcohol.
Well, I gripped that coffin extra tight as we carried it. 1 may have been a pretty
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absent father, and a pretty shitty one as well, but I certainly wasn't going to le
my wife's drunk boyfriend drop my son's casket on the ground—wasn't going
to let it spill open for anyone to see.
Thinking about these things reminded me of the other reason I thought
of Elaine as my ally, a reason that made it hurt even more when I found that
note. It had less to do with her and more to do with me. One afternoon after
school, when she was in my freshman class, I came outside and found Elaine,
sitting with her knees pulled tight under her chin and her headphones over '
her ears. This wasn't the first time I had seen her out there, but it was the first
time I really realized that she'd been forgotten, that she was waiting and not
just loitering.
"Your dad forget about you?" I asked her, and she turned her head away.
"He'll get here," she said, but I couldn't stand to see her keep waiting
there, two holes in the tips of her sneakers and a backpack that was ripping
at the seams. I saw in that moment that she was not as different from her
classmates as she pretended to be. She too had watched her parents pour their
heart and their bank balance and their sobriety into the ground and the oil
industry. I put her in my car, and she was silent and sullen and only used her
finger to point the way out to the oilrigs on the southeast side of town.
The drills did their slow pirouettes around themselves while the sun
was flattening out behind them. In the pink light they looked so alien and
mechanic, so violent. Her father was just standing beside one, taking in the
upswing and the down with nothing more than a shifting of his eyes. It was
almost as though he were made all of metal.
You didnt have to do this," Elaine said to me, staring out the window. I
wondered if she was seeing what I was seeing, or if she had her father's eyes.
For all I know, she was looking out and seeing money, seeing prospects. MI told
you he would have remembered eventually." We both looked back out at her
father and he took a few steps toward the rig, his knees buckling outward. He
looked drunk, and I heard a breath from Elaine's side of the car that was wist
ful, and like a sigh. I looked back and for the first time I noticed that she was
young. Her eyes were wide and un-wrinkled. Even looking out on her father,
there was no furrow in her brow.
You re a good kid, Elaine," I said. She laughed at that, so I repeated it
once more. "You don't deserve this."
She shrugged and climbed out of the truck. Her father looked up fr__„
om
across the field when she slammed the door, surprised and then ashamed. He
called something and started hurrying toward us, and Elaine turned back to
me.
Thank you, sir. She spoke with something genuine in her voice, something young, and that was when I realized that she was just a year or two older
than my own son. They probably listened to the same music, watched the
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same shows on TV. And, although her face was turned away, I'm sure she was
making that same face that Matt always made at me when he saw me—ex
pectant disappointment, a loose smile that never reached his eyes. I'll never
forget that moment as long as I live: Elaine watching her father in his dirty
cow boy boots taking off his hat and stammering apologies, and me wondering
if there were some teacher in California doing the same thing I had just done
to Elaine: telling my son that he deserved better than a dead-beat dad.
The next day, I confront Elaine about the note.
"I found this in the classroom. It's your handwriting.
"Yes." She rolls her eyes toward the note but does not seem to be really
looking at it. "I suppose it is."
"Well, do you want to explain yourself?"
"Explain what? No one here even knew you had a kid. I m not spreading
rumors or an ything, I'm just stating a fact." She put her hands on her hips and
thrust her shoulders forward. I could spot a challenge when I saw one.
"I'm not saying you're spreading rumors, Elaine. Stay calm, I tell myself.
She is seventeen years old."Something doesn't have to be a lie to be hurtful and
rude."
"I just think it's a bit ironic." She tosses her red hair and it makes my eyes
go spotty for a moment. "You're always acting like this friendly, father-figure
teacher who's looking out for all his students, but you dont even think your
own son deserves a mention until he's dead."
She reaches for the note, tossing her hair again, clearly planning to leave. I
slam my hand down on top of hers, knuckles clenched. She yelps and pulls the
hand back, cradling it. I wait for her to yell more, to accuse me of abuse, but
instead she just stares evenly. Her eyes blink slowly, looking between my still
clenched fist and the quiver in my jaw. Then she turns and leaves.
I go home that night and think about the funeral. It s something my shrink
is always trying to make me do. Remember the details, he urges. What were you
feeling? Well, I can't remember much on account of my being distracted by my
drunk wife and her drunk boyfriend, and me trying to make sure the funeral
still seemed respectable enough. I do remember the coffin. It was made of
good wood, sturdy, maybe oak, and it had been a proper size, too. Not one of
those pint-sized baby coffins. Matt hadn't been big, at least not the last time
Id seen him, but he must have grown to fit into a coffin that big. I cant know
for sure, though, because the truck that killed him had split about every bone
between his nose and his hips. They had to identify him by a scar on the bot
tom of his foot—he'd gotten it stepping on one of Cyndis broken bottles.
In the corner of the room, I've set up a bottle of whiskey right next to my
five-year pin from AA. I stare at them both for a long while tonight. I dont
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drink, but I do go out on my porch and burn through four cigarettes in one
sitting. Then, I go back inside and call my ex-wife.
"Cyndi?" I ask without interlude. "Cyndi, I want to talk to you about
Matt.
Christ. There are glass sounds in the background, and I have to stop
myself from assuming it's a wine bottle. "I'm not in the mood for this, Lewis.
It's all too raw still."
Fine. It s not fine, but I figure if I keep her talking long enough, and if
those are really wine bottles I'm hearing, chances are her tongue will loosen uf
soon. "What do you want to talk about?"
"Well, Rob and I just bought a dog."
A dog? I didn't know you knew anything about dogs."
Well, I dont. Not really. But Rob had one as a kid, and we got this one
from the pound, so he s potty trained and everything."
"I guess that's good then. What kind of dog?"
"I dunno. Something big. We just needed something. The house was too
quiej, and so we wanted something big. Something with lots of energy."
Basically, what you re saying is that you replaced our son with a dog?"
The comment is out of my mouth before I have the chance to think about
it, and it clearly hurts. She breathes once in that thick, wet way she always did
Instead of making me feel sympathetic, I'm overwhelmed by the sudden urge
to keep pushing.
"That's not fair, Lewis."
Look, I m not trying to be an asshole here. I just want to ask you one
question about Matt and then I'll leave you alone. I promise." I pause for a
second, waiting to see if she's swayed before I land my final blow. "Cyndi. You
owe me.
She knows immediately what I'm talking about. I am talking about that
morning almost one month ago today, when she was too wretchedly hungover to drive our son to school. I am talking about the way he walked the five
miles from his house, only two blocks away from school when the semi bar
reled carelessly through the intersection of Melville and 34,h. Neither of us has
mentioned it, but we both knew that he wasn't meant to be out walking that
day, and exactly why a boy who lived five miles away from school would be
walking instead of getting a ride. After I say those words, I worry that maybe
I ve pushed too far, and I suck in air for so long that it feels like I might pull
her through the phone with me. Please dont hang up, I think.
What, Lewis? Her voice is sharp, and I know now that she has not been
drinking. "What is it?"
"I just want to know, how did Matt treat his teachers^"
"What?"
"I mean, did they complain about him? Was he ever just... cruel? Did his
11 • FITZPATRICK

classmates hate him for being smart? There are some kids at my school who
come from bad families, and the way they are in class—"
"Now you stop right there. I can take your accusations some of the time,
Lewis, but not this one. If we're going to blame someone for Matt coming
from a 'bad family,' it's not a torch I'm going to bear alone. You hear me?
Besides, Matt was a perfect angel in school. All of his teachers said so, and I m
not going to listen to you make me out to be a villain when I m the one who
stayed. I buried my son less than a month ago. Jesus God, Lewis, have a fuck
ing heart."
And then she hangs up. It's quiet in my living room and I sit and listen
to myself breathe for a long time, staring at the bottle in the corner, knowing
that I can't move, not even to get up and go to bed, without being tempted to
reach for it. I sit in that chair with my spine straight for the rest of the eve
ning. Around one a.m., I notice my lips start moving. Grief fills the room up of
my absent child.
Elaine chooses to respond to our confrontation by arriving five minutes early
to class, planting her feet at the front of the classroom, and announcing that
she is prepared to do the required Shakespearean recitation. She wont take
her seat.
"I have memorized a monologue," she announces to the class. "It is from
Titus Andronicus.It is spoken by the character of Aaron the Moor, a murderer
of many, when he is asked if he is sorry for his deeds." She clears her throat
once, looks at me in defiance. She means this speech for me. "Ay, that I had
not done a thousand more," she begins. Her classmates are nodding along;
they are swept away by the verse and the clunky verbs. They cannot under
stand that she is speaking of a man who digs men up from their graves and
sets them upon the doorsteps of their families, and who is only sorry that he
has done too few crimes.
"It's so deliciously terrible, isn't it?" she asks when she has finished. Can
you imagine how a thing like that must feel? "Then she smiles.The class makes
a small noise at the unfamiliar expression on her face. I have been wasting my
sympathies on her. I can see it now. All of these years I have forgiven her, and
she is nothing but hateful. This is not her father's fault. There is no reason for
her to be the way she is but sheer hate. She stares at me with that challenge in
her eyes and will not drop her eyes from mine until she takes her seat.
I stay calm. I stand at the front of the classroom and recite on the burial
practices of Shakespeare's days. The whole time, though, I am watching her
fiery red hair and her sharp eyes. There is a cruel thought that keeps filtering
hs way through my head: why does she deserve to be alive? I keep catching my
mouth opening, desperate to ask it, but I stop myself. At the end of class, I
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turn to the board so I cannot see her leave. Even my own handwriting looks
unfamiliar.
There is something choking my movements as I leave the school that night.
I cannot go home. Compulsively, I find myself at the cemetery, the old gated
one on the southern edge of town. I remember, suddenly, that this is where
they buried Elaine s poor mother. I am still fuming with her angry words. Oft
have I diggd up dead men from their graves, and set them upright at their dear
friends doors. I want to dig up Elaine's mother. I want to see Elaine open her
door at night, see her thick face dissolve into horror at the gruesome sight on
her porch, the letters I will carve into the tree: Let not your sorrow die, though J
am dead.
I do not know where I am between the tombstones; they trip between my
feet like small rocks. It is not dark yet, but it feels as though the sky is taking
one deep breath before it exhales the light. I must be on her mother s grave, I
think to myself. I have come to it. I curve my fingers and drive them beneath
the thick grass. There is nothing here that has not been mossed over like it s
worth forgetting. It is only October and the days still warm us like lazy summers, but the dirt is hard and unyielding. My fingers are too blunt to force
their way beneath the ground, but I am determined.
In my head, I am still speaking Elaine's hateful recitation. I am saying it
out loud, I think, because there is something thick and mournful in the air
that is filling up my ears. Around this noise, I feel small and thin, my arms
like the bones of a bird. One shoulder shifts in its socket and cramps. I stop
and listen. It is my own voice, but I am not speaking in verse or rhyme. I am
calling his name over and over. I am lying face down in the dirt of a grave,
choking on the ground so that my own calls quiet themselves and I can no
longer say my son's name.
The moon is up, and I curl up like the earth is a blanket, listening to my
short breaths and waiting. Above me I see the looming tombstone: a man
named Arthur, dead at the turn of the century. I look down and seem to see
myself for the first time—covered in cobwebs, fingernails green, crouching in
a strangers grave. I have not made it a full inch beneath the ground.
If Elaine were here, I wonder, would she be crying? Imagining this no
longer gives me the exhaustive joy it did earlier. If she were here, she might be
screaming, raging at me, calling, How could you do this? We might exalt in our
anger together. It seems more likely, though, that she would be quiet, might
be weeping, and would lift her eyes to mine and say, Why would you do this to
me? I trusted you. You lied to me. Suddenly she is in front of me and she turns
around and says one more thing. You left me. It should be no surprise that her
face looks just like my son's, and that the two of them stand above me in one
body, taunting me until the sun crawls back over the horizon.
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Telescopic
At one in the afternoon on Wednesday, Michel tucked his pens back into his
desk drawers, scrawled a note for his wife, got in his car, and began to drive up
to Canada. He was going to meet a young, blonde girl named Robin Lakes who
had begun emailing him several months ago insisting that she needed his astro
nomical expertise. In her numerous grammatically incorrect communications she
claimed to be receiving nightly visitations from aliens. Michel did not believe in
aliens, although he was aware as an astronomer that it was foolish and arrogant to
presume that Earth was the only planet with sentient life. But since NASA was
not sending spaceships out into the galaxy to commit heinous acts of murder, he
assumed that it was unlikely any other planet was either. He was, however, certain
that in Robin's picture online her chest had filled the bottom third of the frame.
What he suspected was that Robin was lonely in her Canadian shack, and that
when she wrote that she needed him, she meant it.
He couldn't say exactly what it was that had prompted him today of all days
to leave his study in the middle of the day and drive to Canada. One possible reason was that his wife, Lara, had announced several weeks ago that she was having
an affair with a younger man whom she was tutoring in Arabic.
In reality, though, he knew that was not the case. In fact, he had been hoping
his wife might leave him for some time. He did not like her very much, although
he couldn't say exactly why. His daughter,Jameela, who was not Laras daughter,
liked his wife well enough, and maybe even liked her better than her first mother.
In fact, all of his family loved Lara, but Michel couldn't help but feel as though
his marriage to Lara had somehow been responsible for the fact that he was
growing older, and more tired, every day.
During his honeymoon, he had forgotten the speed at which America moved.
In his absence, his neighbors had allowed Jameela to cut silly, crooked bangs,
different enough that he almost didn't recognize her. He lifted them up, seeing
the winter pale skin under them, her forehead, so similar to her mother s, the
only part of the girl that reminded him of Julie, the light skin of his dead wife. It
occurred to him then, suddenly, that perhaps he had gotten remarried too quickly,
but he brushed the thought off. His wife lifted Jameela up into her arms and he
was reminded of how identical the two of them looked, so much so that their
neighbors, Polish immigrants, became confused and asked, Why did she say her
mother was dead?
It seemed as though there was no transition between that moment of com
plete youth and the next, in which he was undoubtedly old. Inside his body, the
bones felt thick and moved against each other like lab beakers, or the wide, heavy
cups his wife set the table with when her nephews came to visit. At night, he
beld his Lara's hand and watched her eyes, the deep press of crow's feet around
the corners. Her palms grew sweaty too quickly and the hair on her knuckles was
growing coarser than it used to and these things, more than any real problem,
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made him think of statistics on divorce rates, and how easy it might be to slip ou:
of bed one morning and hire an attorney.
Robin's house was sixty miles across the border, in an area so secluded that
his GPS could not find it and attempted to drive him through several glaci ers
it believed were roads. The girl who answered the door of the cabin was obvi
ously Robin, but a slightly deflated version of the girl he had seen in phot os on
the internet. Her hair was rough and thinning around the roots and there were
smudges of ink running across her face. She filled her hand-knitted sweater so
perfectly, though, that it was impossible for him to look anywhere else. Besides,
under the dirty cheeks and tangled hair she was still so obviously young it made
his teeth ache.
"You came," she said.There was little surprise in her voice, but her eyes
blinked furiously at him, as though double- and triple-checking his existence,
peeking behind his shoulder and back several times to verify his solitude. "I had
thought you might bring your wife."
My wife is dead, he told her, and then shook his head. It was a gut reaction
he sometimes experienced. After his first wife had died he had gotten so used
to responding that way that the response often slipped out when he was tired.
"Sorry." He attempted to explain. "My first wife is dead. My second, well, she's
staying behind."
"That's too bad."
It probably wouldnt have worked out. My first wife. We didn't have much in
common."
I wasnt talking about that. I meant that it was too bad your wife couldn't
make it. I want as many people as possible to see this."
Come outside, Robin called to him, breezing through the house and tossing
his luggage onto the couch. The door to her bedroom was closed. The euphoria
ot his spontaneity was slowly fading, and he was beginning to remember that his
life was not some artfully crafted novel. That, rather than being seduced by his
intelligence, Robin had probably shaken his hand and noted the deep rivulets of
knowledge in his forehead and the loose skin around his elbows. She had prob
ably thought about her own father, who was no doubt an intelligent man, if not a
slightly eccentric one. He began to wonder if Robin's father knew where she was
and if he believed in her extraterrestrial theories, or if he sat up at night with the
phone cradled hopefully under his chin, waiting for her to call him.
"Do you live out here with anyone, Robin?" he asked.
Of course not. No one else could be here. They might mess it up. The order.
1 had a man live here with me once. He tried to have me taken away." She paused
here in her story, perhaps remembering. "I'm so glad you could make it out here,
though. You just wait until they come. It's going to change your life." She smiled.
Her teeth were dirty and crooked in a way that suggested she had at one point
had braces, but neglected the aftercare. His first wife had been an orthodontist, he
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thought uselessly, wondering what she might have had to say about the state of
this woman's teeth.
The sky was darkening now, and Robin was looking up with so much expec
tation. His own stomach felt nauseous with embarrassment, with the realization
that he was not just old, but stupid. At home, Lara would be coming in the door
with her arms full of Chinese take-out. Now she would be picking up the note
he had left her, reading: Leftfor Canada. Wont be home soon. I am not interested in
going to counseling. He saw her face tightening up, a thick blush working its way to
the tips of her dark cheeks. Next, his daughter would read the note. She would be
on his side, excusing him by citing how many hours he had been working, all the
while watching Lara get madder and madder, screaming back at the girl, accusing
her of taking sides.
She had always been his little girl. Since her birth people had commented
on how instantly recognizable the slope of her nose was and how her chin was
a copy of his. Later, after Julie got sick, he would begin to regret this. Especially
her eyes. How different they looked from her mother's, he would think through
the years, secretly wishing her a different nose, a thicker jaw line, just so he might
look at her and see her mother once more. Evolutionarily,]amee\a. told him one
night when they were older and he was drunk, thefirst-born looks most like the
father to assure him of paternity. He knew that, even as he was watching his wife s
pale eyes studying their daughter, but this was the least scientific period of his
life. He watched the blue color drain out of his wife's eyes until they began to
match the thick, liquid bags of chemo. One day, while his wife was sleeping, their
girl slipped the IV out of her mother's arm and attempted to slip it into her own
bird-thin veins. I want to know what it feels like, she insisted to her father. She had
been ill for days.
His wife had always been pale, always reminded him of sweet cream with a
fruit-colored flush in her cheeks. Now she dimmed every day so that some morn
ings he had to search for her between their white sheets, and some days he laid
his thick, root-colored arms across her just hoping a bit of his complexion might
rub off. He had read this story before, he thought to himself, watching the pulse
in her arm move the skin of her chest, thinking about ropes and tethers and the
way we fool ourselves into thinking that the stories we tell ourselves are anything
like the ones written for us.
Robin threw her arms upwards and sighed. Her pale arms stood out against the
skv like she herself were something alien.
"They're not coming. Not coming, not coming, not coming." She touched her
hair and pulled, and he was suddenly tugged back into a memory of his daughter,
a month ago, sitting at the kitchen table with her college essays spread in front
of her. leant,she had cried, tugging at her hair. I just cant make anything work.
Robin, staring up at the stars in despair, was echoing that moment so perfectly
that he suddenly saw she needed him in a way no one ever had before.
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"Nonsense." He smiled and took her hand. "We'll just keep waiting."
"All my life, I've been waiting," Robin said. "I feel so foreign here. All these
people that look like me and move like me and yet are nothing like me. Everyon
thinks I should be like them because I have teeth. Because I have hair. It's silly
and superficial. But the... I cant call them aliens because they feel so familiar.
They get me. Do you see?"

He nodded. She was making no sense at all, but there was something in thei
that he could understand. He was thinking about his grandfather, shaking his
head over his granddaughter's crib and saying, Jameela is a Muslim name. We are
Christian. Your wife supposes that all Lebanese are Muslim. She insults us. After Juli
died, he wanted Michel to change Jameela's name. Even Lara suggested it, but
he refused. There was something
_ about the name that he could not put his fingei
on. erhaps the fact that Julie had brought the idea to him with such expectation
in her eyes, saying, It means beautiful. But more than that, he felt that Julie had
somehow understood the name in a way he never had. He had always felt this
wajy about her: that she somehow had a way of understanding that was almost no
human. He remembered one of her last nights, the sheets ballooned over them,
him drawing long lines up and down her body. Their faces were lit by the starche
sheets. He began whispering to her in Arabic, touching the dip of her chest.
Suddenly, she reached out and whispered to him once, habibi, and her face curve®
in such a way that he knew she understood the word even though he had never
taught her its meaning.
He leaned back and held onto Robin's hand and when she began pointing
and shouting he smiled as though there were something to see.
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MADDY FOLEY
Insomnia

Yesterday my heart started ringing and it's these vibratin
ribs that keep me awake tonight, humming your syllable;
through my brain stem, knocking loose bits of summer a
last summer that I had pasted over with

Days not needing you, spiraling around my spinal columi
each vertebra a xylophone note,
And down into that place
Deep, where I keep you and
Because I have you I need to use you up until my whole
existence is buzzing again.

They say that your muscles have an undrownable, unsmas
able memory, a jerk reaction that takes over when your
lungs are filling with water and I know one day the fuel
will be gone and I 11 feel a numbed sickness like too much
candy, I will go back to forgetting with
A frayed sense of independence but right now it feels too
much like it should feel to stop.
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MADELINE GOBBO
Muriel C. Bradbrook Prize winner

On the Trailways Bus
My family learned to be assertive all at once. In November, my sister
dropped her creative writing degree to become a bartender named Steel,
and I learned to shoot a gun.

I was shooting at a childrens swing set. The man I was seeing stood be
hind me with his legs braced, guiding my aim. We were in his family's
backyard, but the family had moved out and left him there. They were
taking a break. I d been proud of myself for it, but despite my best efforts
the rift between my lover and his wife was closing like a set bone. He had
whispered phone conversations with her when he thought I was sleeping,
and I knew it would be only a few days before they switched from talk of
divorce to talk of reunion. But for now he was still mine. He set apples on
each of the three swings and when I finally hit one, the swing made crazy
eights above unweeded sand. Later we had a fight, and I took a cab to a
hotel, refusing even to stare wistfully at the distant freeway lights. I knew I
would be too easily erased. I still had the number for his Friends and Fam
ily discount 1 used to use it to rent us rooms in anonymous freeway exit
hotels and with it I got a full suite with a refrigerator and a king-sized
bed. Over the days I waited for him to call, I watched myself shrink to a
scooped-out O, like an apple exposed to air. The bullet had not stopped on
its way through. I wondered if there was a nick in the fence, a furrow in
the ground behind the swings, but I never went back to find out.
Then I had to take a bus from Rochester to Toronto. It was Thanksgiv
ing, and my parents had sent out the bat call for us. Steel was hitching a
ride with a couple of ex-lesbians she'd met at a karaoke bar in Buffalo. My
parents were still trying to reconfigure their expectations for the two of
us. Steel had always been the one they hoped would pay for their retire
ment home. Nothing much was required of me. I'd been hard to find for
years now. I took pride in it, as though I was an international businessman,
always in the air where there is no cell service. At past Thanksgivings my
mother had always said, You just bring your cute self." But this year, my
mother called me to ask if I could bring pies. "It's always nice, isn't it," she
said, to bring something you made. But don't worry too much if they're
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from a store." I still wasn't much good at doing anything besides being
my cute self, but her sigh meant she knew I was her only option. It was a
strange feeling, being the provider for once. I carefully did not mention
that for the moment I was living in a Best Western. Before she hung up,
she made sure to warn me that the FBI's Most Wanted Man had been
sighted at the Canadian border, probably supervising a drug shipment. She
said the radio had said he liked to travel by bus, and maybe I should con
sider renting a car. I took a strange pleasure in telling her I couldn't afford
it.
My lover left me the handgun. After our fight, he shoved it into my hands
and shut the door behind me. "What am I supposed to do with this? I
yelled at the rotting pumpkins on his porch. I sat down and waited blankly
for my cab. I resented him for trying to make a statement, something I m
sure he assumed I would remember all my life, a turning point. My sister
told me when you bring a gun into a story, at some point you have to shoot
it. "Even a water gun?" I asked. "Especially a water gun," she said. The
handgun was vintage, small and sleek: the kind of thing a spy would carry
in her garter belt. I wrapped the gun in red cloth and left it on the dresser.
I didn't want to look at it: there was something obscene about the dark,
efficient gleam of it. It was my first incendiary device. On the hotel televi
sion I kept seeing commercials for bedside gun racks: a woman tucks her
children into bed, kisses them on the forehead, and pads over to her room
where her husband is absent. While she sleeps, a man pries open the screen
like it's an orange peel and swings his legs over the sill. The woman sits up,
grabs the long smooth rifle laid out alongside her and shoots him in the
chest. In the commercial you don't see the man fall. The womans face is
triumphant, as though she has been waiting for this all along.
I packed the gun without looking at it and took a cab from my hotel to the
hus station. Tfie City of Rochester was building a new bus terminal, so for
the moment the waiting room was a maroon construction trailer. People
came in and out wearing muddy boots. I looked around and tried to guess
who was homeless. A couple of black women talked loudly about their
boyfriends. "Put it like this," one girlfriend said. "He don't really want me,
hut he don't want nobody else. He knows I'm a good woman. 1 wondered
if that was all it took. How do you make him know? I wondered. And how
does one get good at being a woman? I'd buy that manual. The lover who
had given me the gun said I used men to cure my depression. "If you were
going to cure me, I'd at least need a regular dose," I said.
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The good woman in the bus station had a head of long braids and carried
a purple alligator bag. The conductor came out—are they called conduc- j
tors on buses? pilots? chauffeurs.' and said they were boarding the bus to
Toronto, out at the curb. We sidestepped squares of wet cement. I took a
seat near the front and then watched the people boarding the bus, wonder
ing if any of them might be drug lords or smugglers. I was nervous, be
cause I knew I couldn't be the only one "packing heat"—that was a phrase
Steel had taught me. I started evaluating every bag for the size of weapon
it could contain: backpacks held revolvers or Lugers, small purses had syringes of sodium thiopental, rolling suitcases held machine guns or maybe
even small nukes. You never knew who was riding the bus. My gu n was
still wrapped in red cloth, bundled at the bottom of a small duffel bag that
I kept on my lap. The sun rose over the factory across the street, plastering
the brick walls with slices of light that somehow did not extend up into
the gray sky. A man in a black coat crossed the railroad tracks, not looking
at anybody.
Just before eight, when the bus was scheduled to leave, a man slapped
at the seat next to me. He was tall and spindly, with gray stubble and a
Beatles t-shirt underneath a scuffed suede overcoat. His face looked as
though somebody was sucking out the back of his head through a straw.
He pointed at the seat. "Sure, you can sit there," I said. I was still busy
coming up with descriptions for the light outside. The light that makes the
Irish smile. I d read that in a magazine somewhere, maybe on a plane. On
planes the light is always the same—naked without clouds to glaze it over
into gold. That's why they have those plastic shades that everyone always
leaves down, except for takeoff and landing. The bus had huge pane glass
windows, with no shades, like the one-way glass in an interrogation room,
or a jail cell. You couldn't help but look outside.
The night before, I called my ex-lover from my hotel room. I took off all
my clothes and put on a pair of thigh-high stockings with a fake seam up
the back. The stockings had something sticky on the inside of the lace gar
ters so you could raise your legs above your head and they wouldn't bunch
up. I'd bought them near the end of our relationship, when I'd started
consulting women's magazines for bedroom tips. "Spontaneity!" they said.
I listened without knowing why, trying on every piece of black lace I could
get my hands on, speaking in accents, and even covering myself in mail
order pheromones. I started talking like one of the women in the maga23 • GOB BO

zines as though that was a language my lover could better understand. I
was becoming frustrated with the way I could never keep up the pretense
for more than a few hours. I began to wonder if I was some kind of cursed
blank canvas. Of course I'd be the only mistress boring enough to drive her
man back to his wife.
Halfway through undressing, I realized the hotel curtains were open a
crack. There was a light on in the building across the street. I couldn't
stand the thought that somebody might be watching, so I wrapped a towel
around myself and went to pull the curtains shut. When they were closed
the room was dark and filled with the sounds of the hotel air-conditioning.
I dropped the towel and felt my skin turn cold. Being naked in a strange
place made me feel as though I could lie down and weave myself into the
rug or the bedspread, or melt into the bathtub: I was insubstantial. The
bed had six pillows. I arranged them around myself and dialed his number,
hoping he was at his ex-ex-wife's apartment or picking up the kids. He
answered.
"Hello?" His voice was hoarse. I felt a familiar pulse over my body, but
it did not go deeper than my skin.
"It's me."
"Oh. I didn't think you'd call."
"How're the kids? Mekayla?" I said this and realized I didn't know
what I was doing. My sister would have come up with a witty retort, but I
was never that quick. It was all I could do to dig my claws in a little bit. 1
heard him sigh in frustration, and I imagined he was at least blushing.
"What do you want?"
"So everything's the same again. Did they move back in with you?
"Yes, a few days ago. Everyone's back where they belong. It was the
kind of thing someone would say at the end of a movie. A sense of final
ity. I looked down at my white body flattening over the bedspread and my
stockings stretched too thin, and felt rage flooding over me. It was a kind
°f pleasure he'd never made me feel: righteousness like a fire through my
belly. I arched my back.
"Baby, I wanna make you scream," I said.
"Don't do this right now. I don't want to hear this."
"I know you miss me. You miss touching me." My voice rose.
"I'm going to hang up." He sounded unnerved.
I kept my tone knife-hard as though I could slice through the phone
line with my voice.
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"I gave you everything you didn't know you wanted. I completed you.
Us against the world. I was your muse. You didn't know you could have
it so good. A love for the ages. She never understood you like I do. I was
electrifying—"
The dial tone rang out over my words.
1 didnt look over at the man next to me. The bus lumbered slowly out of
early-morning Rochester, passing boarded-up corner groceries with graf
fiti initialed across their windows. A scrim of dirty snow coated the banks
of the road. After a few hours, I heard crinkling noises: the man next
to me had pulled out a small blue notebook and a pen and was writing
something across the top of the paper. When he was finished he tilted the
notebook towards me.
Where re you headed?
I thought it was funny, the written-out conjunction, the slangy tone
of it. It sounded like something Steel would write. Her stories were about
down-on-their-luck truckers and the truck-stop waitresses they slept with
or married. She loved tricking people into thinking she was down to earth
We grew up in a remodeled seventeenth-century colonial with polished
wood floors, but all through high school she talked like she'd woken up
on the wrong side of the trailer. Even now our parents were sending her
money to buy highball glasses from Williams-Sonoma. She filled them
with Wild Turkey and Coke.
I looked skeptically at the man as though he was a high-school kid, pass
ing notes. Behind me the good woman was still talking about her boy
friend. Hes no alcoholic, but he comes home and he likes his drink. Just
a couple beers after work, we all need that. We have an understanding, you
know?"
The man next to me was waiting expectantly.
"Toronto," I said.
He nodded and pointed at himself but made no sound.
Are you from there?
"I'm visiting my parents. Are you?"
He shook his head. I found myself watching his hands instead of his
face, as though already I trusted them to tell the truth.
Running away, he wrote, and drew a frowny face.
I hesitated. "I'm sorry?"
He grinned and I thought a laugh might come, but still he was silent.
Don't worry, I wanted to. BAD SITUATION. He drew another frowny
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face on the notebook but smiled at me. At his feet was a plastic grocery
bag. It looked like it was full of socks, but you never knew.
I crossed my arms under my duffel bag and felt metal at the bottom.
The man was writing again, but he had hunched over so his skinny body
covered the notebook. The frowny faces had charmed me in spite of myself.
There was something to them—something more than anything I could tell
him about myself. I leaned my head against the cold window and thought
about the family I had waiting for me. I was already tired. Steel and her
ex-lesbians were probably drinking slushies and getting hit on by truckers.
She'd love for things to happen to her on the road, knowing at the end of
it our mother would open the door and take her into her arms and thank
her for just bringing her cute self home.
I felt a tap at my shoulder. The notebook was at eye level, the mans hand
writing thin and looping. Riders to the sea, the first line read. Under that
was: Through trees a home may appear. And under that: Road curves, woman
curves. I counted syllables. Haikus were for nature poetry: a frog disap
pearing underwater, plum blossoms. Words like o'erspills. I shifted uncom
fortably. I resented the man a little for putting me on the spot like this,
for making me his audience. It's easy enough to write poetry when you
know only one person will see it, I thought. He could draw me however he
wanted. But everyone would hear my reply. Still, I admired the effort. He
wanted to make a good impression.
"That's nice," I said. "Are you some kind of poet?" I looked at his hands
for a response. They were long and spindly, with bitten nails. He shrugged
and the hands lifted slightly. Sun soaked into one side of my face.
Sometimes. I like reading poetry and reciting it. Learning new things.
Smiley face.
I nodded. I noticed there were other things written in his notebook,
upside-down, along the margins of the paper, overlapping letters. Have
you noticed? and My phone was stolen, email instead. Recipe for pasta. I wondered about the phone. Could he talk usually? I wasn't sure I should ask.
I realized how strange our conversation was: as though I was talking on
°ne of those headsets in the grocery store. But I was somehow afraid that
I called attention to it, the man would cut me off from his single line of
communication. But the marks in his notebook reassured me. The proof of
°ur conversation.
He did not even make noise when he sneezed, but for some reason I
didnt think his silence was permanent. His movements were too energetic.
I didn't know any mutes, but I assumed they'd be deliberate in the same
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way as blind men crossing streets or deaf men watching a musical perfor
mance, concentrating to fill the empty space. He kept flopping his right lq
out into the aisle and every time the bus stopped in another town the conductor came back to yell at him. He held his hands up like a silent movie
star and wiggled his mustache. I laughed and felt him revel in the sound.
The bus stopped in Depew for lunch, just before the border crossing. The
truck stop was on the edge of a forest off of NY-78.The man next to me
picked up his shopping bag and looked at me. He gestured with his thumb
outside.
"What?" I said.
He grinned and pulled out his notebook again.
Let's go outside.
I shifted uncomfortably and realized the duffel bag was still on my
lap. I decided to carry it with me. I felt myself liking the man and his easy
physicality, but I stopped myself from wondering what he thought of me. I
was in that notebook, after all. The air had chilled considerably. I wished I
had a bigger coat and hugged the duffel to my chest. The rush of cold ran
up the backs of my legs and I felt my tendons stretch. I remembered walk
ing with my lover in the woods by his house. We had a few weeks there
together before he decided he was sick of me. We would follow deer trails
deeper in to the small creek and pool, but from anywhere in the forest you
could see the bright yellows and blues of the swing set, making it too easy
to find your way back. That used to drive me crazy.
I strode out ahead of the man as he waited at the bus steps and walked
across the parking lot towards the forest. All of a sudden a strange force
took hold of me. I saw myself standing next to the silent man. He had ex
tended himself to me with his notebook, and now I had to go deeper too.
The man followed silently behind me as I had hoped he would. If it hadn't
been for the occasional crinkle of his notebook paper I wouldn't know he
was there. I was beginning to understand Steel's fascination with truck
stops. They were made for anonymity. White lines boxed and unboxed us,
gray cars pulled in and out, and children were loaded and unloaded from
back seats. A pair of vending machines stood sentinel behind the restroom
to my left..Anything we did here would be erased by the weight of new
and tired tires. It was late fall now and the forest was a mass of spindles.
The ground beneath the trees was black and sullen: when I stepped over
the curb and onto wet leaves it did not yield under me. I liked that the
man could not ask me where we were going or what we were doing there.
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He probably expected something sexual, and this kept him quieter in
anticipation. No notebook was waved in my face. He was a breathing pres
ence behind me, pushing me forward.
I kept going until the trees were all I could see in every direction. I had a
vague feeling that the right place and the right words would inspire me.
I looked up at bare twigs and branches crisscrossing each other, shading
out even the garish colors of the Coke machine. It would not be so easy to
find our way back from here. I turned and looked at the man. His breath
puffed out in front of his face and it seemed as though he might finally let
out the sounds he kept locked in his chest. I waited, but still he was silent.
Of course, it was my turn. I dropped my duffel bag and bent to unzip it,
digging around in the bottom until my fingers closed on cool metal. He
started when I pulled the gun from its red cloth but I waved a hand to
reassure him. But I didn't try to explain. In the cold light the gun looked
determined. I went and stood behind him, taking each hand in mine,
wrapping the long cold fingers around the handle. I could smell tobacco
and musk rising from him. I braced my legs and he braced his.
"Aim for that branch," I said, pointing at a fallen trunk ahead of us
whose branches stood against the gray sky. With my thumb and forefinger
I took hold of his finger and placed it against the trigger. He was the first
man I had touched in this way since my lover had shoved the gun into
my hands at his front door, the front door labeled with his family name.
My lover's face was noble. He was doing the right thing, ridding himself
of all the dangers in his life at once. If only he had given me his bottles of
whiskey, his sarcasm, his Cuban cigars. But now I had something to defend
myself with against men like him. And I had something to give to others,
somewhere to stand. I felt a brief flash of amusement as I realized my lover
Had been right after all. The silent man coughed once, the cold air rushing
through his lungs. It was the loudest sound he'd made, and it was a kind of
freedom, for both of us. He was running away. My mother would be wait
ing in the doorway when I arrived. She would ask me to help her balance
Her checkbook. She would send me to the mall to buy socks. Steel would
show up and say something sharp she'd spent her whole ride composing.
She would have the drink she always needed after a long day, Wild Turkey,
in the Thanksgiving spirit. I squinted one eye at the target.
"One, two, three," I said. I had a dead-on view of the wood as it ex
ploded, the branch snapping, the leaves below flying up in alarm.
The man whistled, long and loud, his elbow slumped in the crook of
nty arm. I would be a better woman.
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THEA GOODRICH
Academy of American Poetry Prize winner

The Line Between Losing and Leaving
Other than the dime that slipped
into my sofa this morning,
when I am asked
I can think of only one thing
I have lost irretrievably
(a thing not thought of in years).
How strange now to see its soft ghost,
this far after the fact:
my first and final push-up bra.
One year (freshman year,
with constant adjustments, some
of them specious and unsustained)
it lay noiseless, nestled in socks—
and the next it simply didn't.
A vanishing of white polka-dots,
pink padding, beige elastic bands.
I now recall hiding it,
hardly wearing it,
attire saved for elusive events
with objects of infatuation
the rule. I craved
transformation
but not too much at once,
stayed true to selves
I hoped I might lose.
In truth no disaster
(decolletage does fine
on its own), but the mystery
of its missing persisted.
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Lost to a laundromat,
borrowed by a girl with
more daring than I,
seized in transit
to dresser from suitcase,
question and answer
like a hook and its eye.
Other relics of a youth unspent
do remain, unmoved and
unmissing. Two secret ciphers
with misplaced keys, pointe shoes
half-arched, a racquet still taut,
calligraphy sets all faded to gray,
scrawled-upon sheaves (a date
and dear dairy, not a note more).
These are things I left behind:
low reliefs on shelves, in drawers,
of waysides littered with latency.
What I used for a while relegated to dust,
while new clasp, cup, and strap
were soon gone without cause.
How can I miss what I have forgotten?
But reclaiming dropped dimes is
the impulse to change. As it turns out,
some things don't disappear,
but crawl into cushions instead.
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How To Survive a Siege
Find your ground and dig in,
teeth, toes, and tibia.
Draw lines in the dirt
then plant yourself,
your sturdy frame,
upright in the impressions.
Build bulwarks the height of your heroes
and heave their volumes over.
Do not deplore the drop:
your skin will be new paper,
your words will echo at dawn.
Claw and melt into deeper depths.
Abandon all doubt and jettison questions.
Compare your plot to nothing:
forsake it for no supposed secret
whispered in the voice of a king.
Let salvos fall mute
on your chainmail spine.
Keep the first watch
and the second.
Scrawl notes in the dark,
redouble your etchings,
entrench every subterranean itch.
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Carve your name twenty times
in the mud of the walls with the blood
that bursts from your head.
Make sure to hunger,
to hunger and to hunger again.
At last, when the air in your lungs
has gone stale, when the sounds
have all dripped from your tongue,
scramble over your ramparts.
With pride in your eyes,
salute the standard you stitched
from hair and loam and bury it,
stretched thin, beneath
your aching earth-warm feet.
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LUKE HODGES
Propper Prize for Poetry winnr

Fighting, Age Five
Brittle clutch, this challenge
of small fists before our fathers,
the trees, those cellared roots
flecked with glass. Denied
history's broken lucidity,
we satisfy their repetition
of ignorance, knowledge.
This boy and I are prepared
to fight until one of us learns
his feet with pine-straw's pointed
ends, finds purchase among
that dark nesting—growth.
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CHLOE IRWIN
John Crowe Ransom Poetry Prize winnr

Hellingly Asylum, 1938
Before Thorazine, there was the chair
at the hairdresser.
Mabel always got a permanent wave
there, and still before Thorazine there
was the chair where
Mabel's body pulsed and drummed
against the seat
and her hair crackled to the ends with static.
oh boy, they've done a number on you
says the hairdresser,
just look at those split ends
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Across the Midwest:
Pasadena to Albany, 1997
I.
Looking out the window as so many red dust towns with
no supermarkets amble by, I palmed the glass at dark. It was
hot. Dad said it was 108° in Nevada. I hadn't known about
temperatures before.

II.
Sedona and even the water was dry, Wyoming and a taxidermic bear head above my pillow; eternal acres of burnt
prairie, a less golden sun.

III.
Humiliation: when we explored, in South Dakota and other
states you always forget the name of, three-room museums
of stalactites, semi-precious gems, squirrel memorabilia and
Bill-Jim-Bob Lincoln's Family Heirlooms (was that 6-yearold cousin Abe in the corner of that photograph?) and in
all the pictures nobody was smiling and there was always,
always a gift shop and Mom would buy me an apron and
bonnet, calico like Little House on the Prairie; she liked to
pretend we were historical. There are pictures.

IV.
Nobody will frame them. They will not even be displayed
in a museum in some pathless ghost town with empty
windows and no gas station. We are less remembered than
Bill-Jim-Bob 8c family, who were seldom civil enough to
bring sweet potato casserole to Mary Todd's Thanksgiving
luncheons.
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TIM JURNEY
bent
he was a good man when bent over
bent on clenching in wracked bellows
as an iron bar bent against his back
every whack a wrenching reminder:
he was a good man when rent in half
before: hed spent all his nights below
bent against bedspread renting time
in the body of another man, love spent
in bawdy dents asking not when can i?
but what canty until spreadeagled yes
he was a good man when overcome
with rending grief, wrenched from
him and whether he admitted or not:
he was a bent man and he weathered
until he withered and then he was good
winner of Hikai October Poetry Contest

sputter ashamed
if his cancer could have spoken
it would have cowered and run
because if his cancer could have
understood what it was doing
it would have felt more regret
than an arsonist who, burning
the bedroom of a man he
knows to be the better one,
weeps hidden in the smoke
39

(cull)ective
there are towers of giraffes on horizons
and parcels of penguins on the doorstop
and thank you, UPS, for the movement of
moles and the smack of jellyfish
but if we were a collective noun
we'd be like geese; a skein,
our skin's migration keeping
us wound tight, we'd be frogs;
a knot of leaps and bounds,
we'd be cobras; a quiver
and suddenly a shaking and
then noah collects us in twos,
the flood a mother rocking us
into lovers and the dove a
tapping at the window and we
don't let him in

I Wrote A Letter to My Beloved
and It Went Something Like This
dear "one and only"
the river looks lonely
why don't you sleep with that too?
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REBECCA KOBAYASHI
Missing the Forest for the Trees
The first time he had passed through this enchanted forest was via the
rapid button-mashing technique, which he had perfected at age ten, so the
second time around he actually wanted to exercise his warrior skills.
Menu screen. He tapped down two choices (clink clink) to choose his
flaming broadsword. It could handle anything that was stupid enough to
get in his way.
"Harajuku degozaimasu, Harajuku."
The train station announcement filtered softly through his headphones,
mixing with the game soundtrack's crescendo. A wave of commuters
flowed in through sliding doors on the right side of the train. Despite the
early hour, only a few of them were the ubiquitous dark-suited Tokyo busi
nessmen; the amount of color in the train always doubled after stopping
in the youth fashion district. A flash of bright blue slipped in front of him
and rested against the closed door of the left side of the train.
Where were those ogres?
Something hit his shoulders. What jerk was still wearing a backpack
in a train this crowded? The gamer braced himself and didn't budge—on
principle.
One ogre down—oh crap, he was being surrounded!
Something in the backpack jabbed him hard. His lip twitched but he
simply hunched his shoulders and spread his feet as much as he could,
moving a single, careful inch to the right. He couldn't step on the middleaged businessman's foot; he had only glimpsed the man's bushy eyebrows
but those were scary enough.
Stupid ogres thought they could gang up on him. Aw, shit, that was a lot of
damage...
"Shibuya degozaimasu, Shibuya."
Well-dressed people got off the train. Well-dressed people lugging
shopping bags got on. One of the girls, tottering in her spiky heels, must
have bumped the jerk with the backpack because the gamer was hit hard
in the shoulders when the doors closed.
He shouldn't have skipped that convo with the mage before entering the
woods. He needed some shield spells...
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A blond man on his left was talking loudly to someone over the silent,
dark-haired heads. The foreigner had a slight space bubble around him, but
the gamer refused to use that gaijin aura as a refuge. The train suddenly
took a curve and the entire crush of people swayed to the left. The gamer
strained to keep upright and felt like he was holding back a tide.
As long as he kept the rock pile behind him... Wait, some of these monsters
weren't real ogres. Were they enchanted?
"Tokyo degozaimasu..."
He grabbed his satchel from between his feet and wrenched his body
toward the door.
A soft voice arrested him: "Thanks."
He glanced up, perplexed. A delicate girl with neon blue hair emerged
from the corner in front of him.
"You kept me from getting trampled to death." She grinned. Then she
slipped past him, through the doors, and was gone.
The last ogre had got him.
You have 2 lives left. Replay? Yes/No?
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ROBERT LAZO
For Your Metal Skin
City lights, forced empyreal by the
sloping, fiinneling effects of hills,
banded into orange aurora borealis
by low clouds, show off
two sets of footsteps just enough
to say they come from different times
(you can tell by how shallowly they respectively bury)
and pass you two by without
turning to look up and see you
still,
still,
backs and necks bent in
some cruel sculptor's romantic
will to make a heart outside; but
you're only touching fingertips,
and you're drowning yourselves in snow,
and you can't see one another's reaching attempts to hold on,
and I know metal skin must be cold.
And maybe that those passersby
can be forgiven—I haven't seen you
in smooth daylight—
so I brush the accumulation off
from mouths to help you breathe,
chests to warm you up,
hair to keep your atemporal locks from freezing,
and eyes just in case
this Ohio winter breaks early.
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JANE MERKER
loathing (ver.l)
I broke
your horse

loathing (ver.2)
I broke your horse
hoof over hand
with measured flippancy
mouthful of sand
existential leanings
excitement of brand
I broke your horse
with bleeding gums
licked lips
and cut-off thumbs
beatbox buoyancy
everything numbs
I broke your horse
to see it tamed
gave it straight oil
to see it flamed
taught it to scream
to see it named
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Autumn Rebellion
Reclaim the firm feel
of sycamore, of graniti
sweat in sweetest sense
Leave open windows
as the first frost graces dawn
burning in the wind
Romp and rumble as
the four-legged will, bowers
recessed and alive
Lap maple blood, quick
Feel fir fur 'neath Orion
Go North by Midwest

Dress
The girl in the polka-dot dress lies,
penny-notches in her spine
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Bukowski's Intern
So you want
to be a poet, eh?
I imagine him,
the city, the earth,
giving me squinting,
scrutinizing eyes—
Well, he continues,
keep this in mind:
don't call upon others
whose names may
be of some importanci
who steal plums,
lead horses astray,
and those
ever-potent
San Franciscans—
they're dead and
gone, ghosts,
and you're no
necromancer.
And quit
thinking everything
sucks—
yes, there is
sickness and famine
and sadness and war
and (forever and always)
death—
at this he takes
a swig—
but there is
beauty and
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beauty in beauty
that too often
we all forget.
Oh, and never
indulge yourself—
it's stupid
unless it's for a girl,
in which case by all means
but really, what
you must know—
he staggers forward,
eager spittle
on his lips,
the eyes of
a playground friend—
is that not everyone
who can write
can write,
and most of us
are just sad
drunks
with eyes in
heaven,
feet flat in hell.
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DAVID MILLER
Sin Rumbo
Inspired by Antonio Machado
I do not know
if your absence
hurts me more
than your presence
or if the flash and fade
of ice sizzling
in a hot pan
burns bright
like your windcharged cheeks.
When I see you,
my mind slips.
I fall and fight
my shadow on
the ground.
Must we walk
between the petals
flowering in winter?
Icy fingernails
grow still longer
on an old tree.
They scratch
and tear.
But none of it
can rectify
the shock
of knowing you.
Can we ever
go back home?
No hay camino
sino estelas en la mar.
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ALLEN SANDERLIN
Adrift with MDD
Dear Captain, you have steered us safe
From only one Charybdian maw.
Oh, mop away that glaucous veil—
Submit to your reality!
No ground for us, your weary crew,
The rigging bearing lunacy.
Like scraps of sail, all reason flits
Within the gale of thoughts unmatched.
Let fall the ferric anchor now
To slit the yawning depths below,
And moor the burdened, weathered mind
To list above the anxious swell.
Or drift we shall unto the End,
And keel, the spine, will splinter fast;
With fluid worries infinite
Cerebral bilge will teem to burst.
Alas, the bow will then submerge
As troubles churn upon the deck,
And sense and sailor sink beneath
The sullen surge of self-contempt.
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MICHELLE SCHULTE
Miserere
The last fifteen miles of an interminable march into Moscow, thin chain
between us the last link we had to this earth. No better than treaties, when
it came to keeping us in place—we spun and changed like dervishes, in
spite of it, coats brushing as we passed. We walked inside each other's tired
bodies when we could no longer hold our own.
I shot him in the end—three to the chest against a barbed wire
fence, and watched his body fall away like leaves after a storm. It was never
about us.

My Heart • ballpoint pen & paper

Ashley Thompson
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We Call Her Grandma Mao • ballpointpen &paper
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MOLLY SILVERSTEIN
a poem about a train
you like to say that we're two old souls
and i like to say speak for yourself
even though being young seems tedious
now that we're out of beer and
i do love the smell of books more than most things.
so i have a satchel full of pennies
metallic and swollen as a burden or a heart.
we can buy a pound of coffee and eat
oatmeal with a big cold spoon, i'll read you a fable.
let's find a train to keep us moving
when all we want is to sit still, the wheels will
roll us to sleep and breeze will shift the
part in my hair, we'll stare out the window at
wheat, soybeans, poppies, for hours,
there's a stream with plants and blue rocks,
girl children ride red licorice bicycles alongside
the abundance, we'll wonder where they're headed
and realize we should figure out where we are going first,
this love bloomed like a corn kernel in heat,
still, it's quivering like a newborn sparrow.
it hurts a little to love so senselessly—we're two
old souls but in truth we're young and fevered
and your eyes are plates of water, liquid and winking,
you'll turn me on my side and trace triangles
over my hips, the wind will fold over itself and
moan just as I'm about to tell you it's time
to take me home, but we're at once propelling
forward past blurred rain-fields and sitting
static on polyester cushions, so i decide to tell
myself, "here i am," and mouth a song in silence.
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NATALIE THIELEN-HELPER
These Are the Pearls That Are Your Eyes
The boys with the darkest eyes always grow up lucky. The city's stones are
painted bright, all yellows and reds against a shining shore—but everyone
favors the dark-eyed boys. Hazel and amber are like the dried-up inland
grasses; blue and green too rare to count or trust. So it is the boys with eyes
black like the bottom of the ocean, deep like the end of the bay where you
do not swim (though if you live in this city you have swum all your life)
unless you have been chosen.
And if you have been chosen, you are a boy with black eyes. You
stay away from the open boulevards where people smile at you, white teeth
flat and glinting. You walk home through alleys, your strong arms un
touched by beggars and thieves who slip back into the shadows and wait
for a woman to pass. As you come to your ocean-facing door you think
of those shadows and the way darkness is different underwater, the way
darkness is thick and cold, the way a woman's hands are cold. Asleep, you
dream of this cold-hands no-legs woman who waits in the thick shadows
dark as your eyes.
You wake up longing for her. You hate the way the sun throws itself
all the long falling way from the sky, spatters across the stone streets and
onto the garish men and women who smile white-teethed at your black
eyes and your dark fingers. Every day your fingers pluck the brightness
from the thick dark water. Every day you dive down, take a pearl, and leave
something behind—some warmth, a kiss, the brush of your cold hand on
her scales. You leave it behind in the grotto's shadows, behind in those cold
mouths, and bring a pearl back to where the brightness of the city turns it
pale and flat like teeth on the boulevard. Women will wear them around
their dark necks, and touch them when they pray for the dead.
You have dark eyes, lucky eyes, sad eyes.
Everyone loves you.
Everyone knows how you will die.
You will leave the salt-wind dead-sun city and put your dark eyes
into the hands, the mouth, of the only woman you have ever kissed, and
you will become a shadow.
winner of W\ka s February Flash Fiction Contest
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ASHLEY THOMPSON
The Longevity of the Whale
Is it true that you feathered through four stories of atmo
sphere, that the wind cradled you like a baby so when you
landed, the ground barely scraped you? Is it true that you
tried to shed your skin like a snake, but that you only got as
far as your hands? Is it true that you fed the lifelines of your
palms to the fish, and that those fish grew feathers? Is it
true that instead of skin your hands grew back feathers? Is
it true that you feathered the foreheads of newborn babies,
of the blind and deaf, of men and women with twisted
spines and lifeless limbs, that your hands can heal? Is it true
that you scrapped all your organs, that you coaxed them
from your throat with a fishhook? Is it true that you threw
the scraps to the sea, and that the fish who nibbled on a
scrap of your heart became a whale? Is it true that the whale
grew until it became the world, that we are living in a whale
that was a fish that nibbled on a scrap of your heart? Is it
true that we were ghosts before you found us, that you took
your own blood and mixed it with water and sugar, that
you filled us with this batter, and that you beat our hushed
hearts with a hammer until they began to beat again? Is it
true that the lumps in our throats are bits and pieces of your
battered soul—is that even sanitary? Is it true that you feel
pancaked, that people who are as light as a feather feel the
weight of the world as heavy as a whale? True or false, when
we feather together, when we let the scraps of us turn into
dust, a shroud for the longevity of the whale, will it make
you feel better, will it make anybody feel better, knowing
they are not alone?
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